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Falke Model 60 variation review.
June 8 2009 at 4:40 AM

Barry  (Login Barrynz)
 Falke Forum moderators

Gentleman. I have just had the good fortune to add a Falke Model 60 to my small collection. I must say that I am very impressed with it. The friend who sold it to me described it as being in middle of the road
condition and from a cosmetic view he hay be right but everything else functions as I feel it should. It is as powerful as I would expect of a rifle of this scale and age but it is also very accurate. Please note the
target shot off hand by the previous owner at 10 meters. I can’t shoot that well but the same rifle made short work of some plastic clothes pegs that my wife had left on the lawn. 

 It is a light weight “boys” rifle and the first Falke model that I have handled that might have been built to a price. The trigger and rear sight have been made from pressings. Apart from the flagrant trigger
adjustment screw it is a good looking and well balanced rifle. Cocking is not as smooth as other rifles but this does not deter from the rifles performance at all. 

 I note that it differs from the Model 60 in Frakor’s collection (see gallery). It does not have a knob and slide at the pivot point designed to help unlock the barrel from the breech and the main pivot screw and
locking screw are on the opposite side to those of Frakor’s rifle. 

 I think we can conclude that there are at least two distinct Model 60 variations. As my Model 60 functions very well without this extra bit of apparatus it could be that my variation is the later one made with some
cost cutting in mind. 

 All in all I am very pleased with this little rifle and it could well be just the right “classic” to teach my grandson with. Of course granddad will have to cock it for him until he gets bigger. 
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 Owner

Nice review, thank you. June 8 2009, 11:25 PM 

It looks like the Falke 60 would have been up against the Diana 25 in the sense that they were similar sized guns. Both were available in .177 or .22 cal and rifled or smoothbore. But the
Falke rearsight was more sophisticated and the Falke was also cheaper. 

 
Weight: 
Falke 60 - 2.2kg 

 Diana 25 - 2.3kg 
 

Length: 
 Falke 60 - 98cm 

 Diana 25 - 97cm 
 

Price (1953): 
 Falke 60 - DM44.25 ; DM42 (rifled; smoothbore) 

 Diana 25 - DM50 ; DM48 
 

Diana 25: 
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Re: Nice review, thank you. June 9 2009, 4:02 AM 

I see what you mean. At first glance I thought the pictures were of a Model 60. As you say the 60 was a fraction cheaper. I suspect that this could have been a marketing ploy in the same
way that the Webley MKIII was a fraction cheaper then The BSA Airsporter. Not sure that this ploys work as some folk think price equates with quality and for a fraction more feel they
are getting the better rifle.
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rob
 (Login rob7979)

price???? January 16 2011, 12:12 PM 

i have a mod 60 myself and was wondering how much it would go for these days? any idea anyone?
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Alistair
 (Login mfezi)

Modell 60 July 9 2009, 6:56 PM 

Thanks for the pics, it looks exactly like my 60. Unfortunately, mine isn't in great condition and on closer inspection I see that the barrel is slightly bent where it joins the breech block. I
wonder if it could be straightened? Does anyone know if the barrel can be unscrewed from the breech block?
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